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Precision Cosmology Now
Everything seems to be consistent with the simple 
LCDM + GR model so far.

Some interesting tensions are present but not 
statistically significant

- Discrepancy between local and high redshift Ho 
values

- Discrepancy between high redshift and low 
redshift 8, values 

DES Y1Beaton et al. (2016)BOSS DR12



Precision Cosmology 2025
If there is an interesting deviation from 
LCDM + GR we should be able to detect it 
within next decade

If we get a convincing (~5sigma) detection it 
will be amazing.  2 to 3 sigma features are not 
going to be taken seriously.

What if we have 3-5 sigma detections of 
non-LCDM behaviour?

There isn’t much room to improve statistical 
errorbars.

We need to squeeze out as much information 
as possible from the clustering measurements. 

WFIRST SDT (2015)



Fishing for More Information

“Classic” BAO/RSD

Optimal Analysis 
(e.g. weightings)

Small Scales

New Probes (e.g. 
Voids, Linear Point)

Higher Orders



Bispectrum Shape Bispectrum is a function of 5 
variables

3 wavenumbers determining the 
triangle “shape”

1 line-of-sight angle

1 angle of rotation around one side

Distortions in this 5D function can 
yield very powerful cosmological 
constraints

Planck



Cosmological Parameters from Bispectrum

● Bispectrum Shape
○ Initial non-Gaussianities (fnl)
○ Gravitational Evolution (low redshift, small scales)
○ Halo/Galaxy bias (b2)

● Distortions
○ RSD (sensitive to Geff and Ωm)
○ AP (sensitive to Ωm,  Ωk, H0)

Since density fields tend to be close to Gaussian on large-scales the Bispectrum shape may not 
contain significant (independent of Power spectrum) cosmological information. But low 
redshift “distortion” effects make the measured bispectrum sensitive to cosmological parameters 
(in a way that’s independent of the power spectrum) even in this case.



Gagrani & Samushia (2017) MNRAS
Power spectrum can be fully described by just 
a 1D function (or rather 3x1D functions, 
multipoles)

Bispectrum is a 5D function (3 scales, 2 
angles) that is not formally reducible to a 
finite number of multipoles

● Can we somehow compress raw 
bispectrum data without losing 
information?

● How much information is in the 
WFIRST, Euclid, DESI, bispectrum?



Reducing Bispectrum

Keep three “shape” parameters.

Expand angular dependence in spherical harmonics.

One could go further and expand the “triangle” into two side-lengths and Legendre expansion 
of the angle in between.

How much information is lost compared to the full 5D bispectrum?

This is difficult to see analytically.

We investigated this question numerically with Fisher matrices.



Bispectrum Multipoles - RSD

● Even multipoles in LOS angle have 
most information

● Taking average over the rotational 
angle does not seem to lose a lot of 
information

● Information content saturates at l=4

This suggests that taking four multipoles 
(l=0,2,4) with m=0 conserves most of 
cosmologically relevant information 
reducing 5D function to three functions of 
triangular shape. 



Bispectrum Multipoles - BAO



Future Prospects More importantly, in some cases 
bispectrum may contain more information 
than the corresponding power spectrum by 
a factor of few!

E.g. DESI BGS has a very high density of 
tracers and the expected RSD errorbars are 
tighter by a factor of 3 compared to the 
classic power spectrum based RSD for 
kmax= 0.2

DISCLAIMER: As it always is with Fisher 
matrices those are potential constraints 
that we may not be able to fully harvest 
because of modeling systematics.



Where does the information come from?

Bispectrum information content depends very steeply on number density. It also depends very 
steeply on kmax. 

The number of triangles scales as k3
max while number of pairs scales as k2

max

High number density allows going to higher k-values.

(Pk+ n-1 ) vs (Bkk + n-2).

For dense surveys (WFIRST, DESI BGS) bispectrum has a lot of constraining power.



Pearson & Samushia (2018) MNRAS 
Test BAO detection analyses on BOSS DR12 
mocks. Check whether there are biases.

Measure BAO signature in BOSS DR12 
Bispectrum monopole.

● How strong is the BAO detection?
● Is the scale consistent with other, more 

conventional measurements?
● How much information does the 

Bispectrum BAO add?



2pt constraints

BAO only 

● Virtually free of systematics
● Only uses the BAO feature, less information

Full shape (RSD)

● Potential systematics, especially on smaller scales
● Uses full shape, much more information 



BAO only measurements schematics

- Take a correlation function/power spectrum model
- marginalize over amplitude parameters
- marginalize over all sensible smooth functions (different positive and negative powers of 

scale)

Since the shape/amplitude are marginalized over we do not need to worry about the broadband 
model as long as the “BAO shape” in the model is roughly correct.

The nuisance parameters will absorb any systematics in the incorrect modeling of shape.



Recent 3pt analyses

BOSS Power Spectrum + Bispectrum monopole to 
constrain growth rate and second order bias 

Gil-Marin 2015, 2017

BOSS three point function monopole to measure BAO peak 
position

Slepian (2017a,b)



BOSS BAO measurements
Power Spectrum Correlation Function

Bispectrum Three Point Function



Bispectrum of BOSS CMASS

Bispectrum of BOSS CMASS galaxies



BAO Signature in the Bispectrum

Since we are fitting to a very 
specific signal it would be nice to 
“see” where the best-fit values 
come from.

Bispectrum marginalized over 
one of the wavenumbers clearly 
displays a 2D pattern of BAO 
hills and valleys.

We used the raw data in the 
previous slide in the k-range 
inside cyan box.



Fitting anisotropic BAO

Bispectrum monopole can only 
constrain one combination of 
transverse and line-of-sight BAO 
scales.

Not clear a priori what that scale 
should be.

Our MCMC chains suggest it is 
the same combination DV as the 
one constrained by the power 
spectrum.



Results

4.5 sigma detection of the BAO peak

~ 2 per cent precision on the BAO peak position (distance scale)

Consistent with all previous BOSS measurements

Joint fits improve the BAO scale by ~ 30 per cent compared to the power spectrum only results

The cross correlation between Bkk BAO and Pk BAO is somewhere between 20 and 40 per cent



BAO scale constraints

~ 2% precision



Reconstruction vs 2pt+3pt

Reconstruction partially removes nonlinearities by moving galaxies back to their linear 
displacement.

Clearly sharpens the BAO measurements.

Can not be used with the full shape (RSD) measurements, since it is unclear exactly how to 
model its effects.

We believe that reconstruction is equivalent to extracting higher order information, or in other 
words joint bispectrum/power spectrum analysis may be an alternative to reconstruction + full 
shape 2pt. (Why?)

Could it be better?



Things to improve

● For our analysis the limiting factor was accuracy of covariance (and joint covariance) 
matrices. More mocks or a good covariance model would reduce the systematic error

● Nonlinear shifts in the bispectrum will need to be better understood for a higher precision 
data

● Fitting to the full shape will be a much complicated task because we can not sweep the 
model deficiencies under the rug anymore

● Fitting higher order multipoles will enable to measure H and DA separately



Summary

● Bispectrum analysis can strongly enhance the clustering constraints from galaxy surveys
● For some surveys (e.g. WFIRST, DESI BGS) the bispectrum is formally superior in terms 

of information content
● We have made quite a lot of recent progress in this direction (bispectrum estimators, BAO 

measurements)
● BOSS bispectrum BAO provides a 4.5 sigma detection, and a 30 per cent improvement 

over power spectrum only measurements


